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How to do Time-lapse Photography
By Ami Levartovsky
Time-lapse photography is a cinematography technique whereby
a sequence of still shots is combined into a video. The still shots
may be taken at
whatever interval you choose ½ second, a minute, an hour or a day. Playing it back at 25 fps
will accelerate the e
vent – e.g. a flower will bloom and wilt in seconds, clouds will race across the sky, etc.
Tip: Shorter intervals will result in smoother motion.
For example, if you shoot at interval of 2 seconds for 10 minutes, you’ll have 30 frames
every minute, multiplied by 10 will result in 300 frames. If you play it back at 30 fps you’ll
have a 10 second video. Time will be compressed from 10 minutes to 10 seconds.
Typical applications can be:


Sunrise, sunset, or from sunrise to sunset



Flower blossoming



Growth of plant



Ice melting



Clouds movement



Stars movement (clear sky required)



Movements of a busy city street

e.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6kHvzXwvuo
There are many ways of shooting time-lapse depending on the camera type:

1. DSLR

Some DSLRs have time-lapse function
built-in - some Nikons, Panasonic GH3/GH4, some Pentax, etc. Most Canons can have it
by using Magic Lantern.
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Don’t despair if your camera does not have this feature as it can be added on by an I
ntervalometer. You can get one on eBay for most cameras for less than $20.
Tip: Note that you best shoot in Manual mode. You don’t want the camera to re-focus every
shot nor change the exposure you chose.

You will also need to use your tripod to ensure a smooth video.
A Gorilla pod can be very useful. It’s light and can create a platform where there isn’t one.

A tripod will give you a fixed point of view. If you want to
take it to the next stage - motorised sliders will add motion to the effect by moving the
camera at a programmed speed during the time lapse shoot.
Of course, now we are talking $1,500+.

2. Smartphone

They say the best camera for the occasion is the one which is with you and
a lot of times you see something worthwhile and you just have your phone with you.
I carry a mini Gorilla pod in my backpack. It can wrap itself around a pole, fence post or
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railing.
Both iPhone and Android phones have Time lapse apps – some free and for some you may
have to shell a princely sum of $3.49 or thereabouts.

I found on the Internet a trick to achieve some motion while shooting
time lapse. This Ikea kitchen timer will allow you to pan while the phone is shooting
time-lapse. The top half rotates while it counts down. With the addition of a little Blue Tack
on the bottom to grip the surface and a little Blu Tack on top to hold the phone holder part
of the mini Gorilla pod above.
Ikea doesn’t make this timer anymore but you can get it on eBay for about $20.

Of course, if you don’t want to mess with Blu Tack – there are
more elegant solutions for the right price…

3. GoPro
The GoPro camera has a Time-lapse mode (in addition to single, burst and video modes).
The Hero does time-lapse in .5 second interval only. The Silver and Black models allow
choice of intervals of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 30 and 60 seconds.

4. Other cameras
Time-lapse is available on some other Action Cameras (e.g. Sony Action Cam) and some
video cameras.

Producing the video
Once you’ve taken your 1,000 shots sequence, you may find that the pictures may require
leveling, cropping and colour correction. This can be done in your video editor once you
turned it into a video but I find Adobe Lightroom to have the best features for colour
correction.
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In Lightroom you import the whole sequence, work on the first frame and then “Sync”. In
Photoshop use the “Automate” feature or buy LRTimelapse (US$99).
Next you need to import the 1000 shot sequence into your editor and there is a different
process for each editor. To find out how to import the sequence into your editor, just
Google “importing time-lapse into XYZ” where XYZ is the name of your editor.
GoPro announced a forthcoming software upgrade to the Hero4 series that will allow
automatic creation of a video from the time-lapse sequence.

More tips:
How-to Hyperlapse: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74eylIGJaHY
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MIKE ELTON—LOOKING BACK

Back in August 2002 our President was Ken Bisse . We were called the Northside
Camcorder Club. At the NEG (Focus Night) mee ng we were concerned with Title Deko
and other tling so ware, At the Club mee ng we had a look at recent development with
Peter Blasina (magazine Editor of Australian Video Camera magazine) as well as the AGM.
Our mee ng manager was Eddie Hanham. A mee ng of the Non Linear Edi ng Group was
held at the Dougherty Centre. Bill Bu s was the Training Oﬃcer. In EE we had a statement
of our Income and Expenditure. An Ar cle called In Focus on the end of the tape looked to
the evolu on of video making which we have since enjoyed. There was a Compe on
called Machinery in June. And there was a reminder that at that me we entered contests
under diﬀerent headings Gold, Silver and Bronze.
Sco y was then the Secretary and is s ll very ac ve in the club. The Compe

on

Manager was Warren Read, And there was a discussion regarding Video Compe
Guidelines.
Things never really change.
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FOCUS NIGHT MARCH 2015
Twenty four attended our second Focus night of the year. After a few reminders about social events,
submitting articles to the EE and bringing clips to Club Night to feature in clip surgery sessions we
kicked off the evenings activities.
Ruskin our President led an interesting review
of Celtx SW which is a well know script writing tool. A basic function version is downloadable free from the Cleltx website. Around
1949 there was a groundswell of standardisation in the professional motion picture industry
and one of the objects of attention was script
format. It was aimed at simplification and ease
of communication with production teams and
actors. The format developed was so successful
Ruskin Spiers

it has stood the test of time and is used today.

It fact it is so well regarded and successful that would be writers who use any other format don’t even
get through the front door of any professional script assessment process. It is well worth remembering
that this is not because of any bigotry but because it is so successful and easy to use. Any credible book
on script writing will have a chapter devoted to the format explaining is correct use.
Ruskin followed up the script review with a very useful set of ten screen writing tips. What to include
and what definitely not to include. A definite must is a Logline, without which there would be no story
to script. Two of the main points are worth a mention here. Do not tell actors how to act just use the
script to indicate what is happening so that the actor can interpret and act accordingly. For example use
“… replied angrily….” Rather than defining how to be angry such as “….with teeth clenched and voice
raised he replied…” The latter tells the actor
how to act, not good. Another main point refers
to directing. Don’t define types of shot or set
layouts these are the province of the director. All
the script needs to do is make the story clear so
that the Director can decide how to best “show
the action”
Second half of the night was devoted to Equipment. Kent Fry brought along a collection of
“production toys” with emphasis on a DSLR and
an attached monitor. He reviewed the Atmos
Shogun AC7 OLED HDMI, around $US2000
Kent Fry

and Ninja Blade, around the $US1000.
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As you can see from the photographs there was a significant interest in the toys that Kent brought along
and reviewed for us. Thank you Kent for bringing your equipment in for us to review.
Ian Scott SEC SVMC.

Mike Eton

Kent Fry’s Equipment

Footnote: If you want to look further into script writing SW using MS Word go to:
h p://www.awn.com/blog/how‐turn‐microso ‐word‐terrific‐screenwri ng‐program
This includes a do it yourself on how to construct a word template which you can use on your own
Word. The instruction tell you a lot about how it works as a SW application. There is further good
news. You don’t have to even bother making the
template you can down load it and it is identical in use to the Celtx. The site also leads you to other
screenwriting tutorials.
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Noel Leeder Turns 90

It has come to my attention that one of our Life Members has recently turned
90.
I also believe that his wife Margery has just turned 86.
From all at Sydney Video Makers
We wish you both a Very Happy Birthday and more to come.
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Social Scene

We are having a Picnic at Lane Cove Na onal Park at Lane Cove on Sunday
19th April 2015. Meet around 12pm at 26 Jenkins Hill. There is plenty of
parking which costs $7 per car.
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501 Must See Movies
‘ Phonetics Professor accepts a bet from fellow academic Colonel Pickering, The bet is that Higgins, in six
weeks, cannot turn a Cockney flower seller into a lady whose ‘common” origins would not be spotted- not
even at such a prestigious occasion as the Embassy Ball. He succeeds, but omits to give Eliza any of the
credit for there success. She storms off threatening to accept the proposal from one of her young beaux.
Can Higgins undo the mistake he has made”

This is the storyline from the book’s review of the musical "My Fair Lady”.
Like all the reviews in the book it is a clever and concise clarification of the storyline: and a good guide
on how to write a plotline for a video production
This book will show you how to present a storyline for a film you are working on. Its also a worthwhile
reminder of 500 films you may have enjoyed.

Mike Elton
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FOCUS NIGHT—MARCH 2015

Groups waiting to begin.

Stuart Plant & Rob Nercessian

Ian Scott & Gerry Benjamin

Kent Fry
Zoltan
21

Jim Whitehead

Ilma cave

Group At Super

George karadonian

Eddie Hanham
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President:
Ruskin Spiers

Vice President:
Ami Levartovsky

Secretary:
Ian Scott

Treasurer:
Elvio Favalessa

The Club meets on the FOURTH WEDNESDAY of each month (except for
November & December) at 8pm at the Dougherty Centre, Victor Street, Chatswood. Tea & Coffee are
available from 7pm FOCUS nights, which usually cover
technical subjects, are held on the SECOND WEDNESDAY of each month (except January & December)
at 7.30PM at the Dougherty Centre, Victor Street, Chatswood.
The Committee meets on the FIRST WEDNESDAY of each month. Members are
always welcome to attend, and for meeting time and venue, see any committee
member.
Member’s guests may be invited to meetings; the first visit is free, subsequent visits are $5. New mem‐
bers are always welcome. Annual membership is single $70, Couple/Family$ 95, Overseas and Country
members $35

Note: Equipment brought to a Club night is not covered by the Club’s insurance. Members should study
their household insurance and check whether their video equipment is covered away from their premises
and consider whether their cover should be extended.
All articles in the “Electronic Eye” magazine are copyright. Reproduction is allowed by other video clubs
providing both author and The Sydney Video Makers Club are acknowledged.
Disclaimer: In regard to any products, services or procedures which are either advertised or mentioned in
this newsletter, members should determine for themselves the reliability and/or suitability for their own
requirements. The Sydney Video Makers Club cannot accept responsibility for any product or service
statements made herein, and the opinions and comments of any contributors are not necessarily those
of the club of the Committee.
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President

Ruskin Spiers

0420 834 080

Vice President

Ami Levartovsky

0419 041 901

Secretary

Ian Scott

0419 239 953

Treasurer

Elvio Favalessa

0438 980 060

Membership Secretary Elvio Favalessa

0438 980 060

Library Manager

Graham Sainty

0412 764 771

Social Secretary

Mike Elton

0401 928 994

Committee

Graham Sainty

0412 784 771

Committee

Paul Szilard

9925 0812

Committee

Stuart Plant

9909 2509

Competition Manager shared - Paul Szilard & Michael O’Shea

OTHER ROLES
Presentation team

Phil Brighton, Ian Howard, Stuart Plant,

Editor Electronic Eye

Margaret Tulloh

Web Master

Ruskin Spiers & Paul Szilard

Publicity Officer

Stuart Plants

Team Coordinator

Ruskin Spiers

9451 9718

Please address all correspondence for Committee Action to:
The Secretary,
Sydney Video Makers Club,
P.O. Box 1185,
CHATSWOOD NSW 2057
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